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FRIENDS OF CHATHAM TRACTION 

The Friends of Chatham Traction was formed in 
March 2007 to restore the sole surviving Chatham 
Traction bus, GKE 68, as an educational resource – 
the Medway Heritage Bus. 

 

Update 45 
It’s More than a Bus.... 

27 July 2018 
Richard Bourne 

Chair 
richard@thebournes.me.uk 01904 766375 

 
A sizeable donation to give GKE’s restoration a solid basis, a Business Plan 
coming together to ensure a self-sustaining future for the bus, the promise of 
a useful relationship with Arriva SC (more below)...... Still looking good. 
 

Len Randall 
News came at the end of May that Committee member Len had died, 
after a spell of treatment for cancer. Len was a very early associate of 
Brian Smith following the private purchase of GKE 68 in 1960, and was 
involved in making the bus presentable and roadworthy once more. The 
beginnings of a career pushed bus interests into the background, and 
culminated in a senior international buying role for M&S. He was a 
member of the Football Referees Association for over 30 years, holding 
a number of senior positions (including national Chairman) from which 
he drove the development of improved procedural requirements.  
Len renewed his acquaintance with Chatham Traction in September 
2009 and soon offered his services. His tales of the early days of GKE in 
private captivity were fascinating. True to form, Len quickly produced an updated Constitution, 
followed by a Memorandum of Operational Procedures, the “MoOP” that we will all remember 
him by! Our transfer to becoming a CIO was another of his accomplishments.  
At the funeral his son Martin made reference to Len’s long-standing bus interests, to the mild 
surprise of a chapel-full of football people, but his keenness to see GKE 68 back together was 
cited as a primary source of pleasure in his final years. So perhaps it should now be revealed 
that Len was the source of our substantial donation in March..... Thanks Len. 
 

Faversham Transport Weekend 12-13 May 
A timely opportunity to show the extent of progress with 
GKE’s bodywork, to the benefit of both SE Coachworks 
and ourselves. Lots of folk looked beyond the radio-
controlled model trucks and stopped by to gaze, clamber 
and chat over our renascent treasure. There were a 
handful of quite earnest discussions about joining us to 
help out – we can’t press-gang people but its to be hoped 
something will come of that potential. Overall another 
event where achievement generated still more interest! 
 
Arriva Fun Day, Tunbridge Wells 27 May 
A bit off our patch, you might think, but Arriva’s MD Oliver Monahan is 
keen to involve us as an early participant in his notion that all their 
depots should host at least one local heritage vehicle. This is to 
acknowledge the ancestry of the present-day company, which stretches 
back to M&D and its own subsidiaries. The occasion was to show off 
Arriva’s new depot and area HQ to the north of the town and offered the 
chance of a look round a modern bus servicing facility. Given the 
circumstances it was important for us to support them, for once. Oliver 
and our Norman are pictured amid the servicing paraphernalia. 
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Speaking of which.... 
Building on Oliver Monahan’s support for the heritage factor, Wendy and I had a meeting in 
June with Steve Leonard, Arriva’s General Manager (who’s based at TW, but covers Medway). 
Results were an offer to seek the level of interest of Arriva apprentices, or maybe recently 
retired people, in undertaking overhaul of some mechanical components should they wish to, 
the chance to publicise the Medway Heritage Bus project through Arriva’s internal and 
external networks, and the invitation to use Gillingham depot as an operating base for GKE 
when back on the road. None of this is likely to happen immediately, but the opportunities are 
welcome and we’re very grateful. 
 

Business Case 
Development Partners’ work to produce an action plan for a sustainable Medway Heritage Bus 
has duly come up with a plan covering five years from around now. The first year focuses on 
completion of GKE’s restoration, obviously, but includes a fairly intense six-month period 
leading up to the bus’s 80th birthday next year. This is planned as a marketing and event-
creation exercise and will need dedicated specialist input. There is also to be further fund 
raising activity to support the development and promotion of the educational offer over the 
remaining years of the plan. 
The final loose ends are being sorted as I write, but we can say we’re very grateful to Judy 
Niner of DP for her efforts and friendly advice. 
 

But What About the Bus?? 
Current status: 
 
Bodywork 
- Internal wiring and light pattresses installed; timber cappings and trim in hand. 
- Cab trim, inner wing, pedal plate with rubber boot, floor, all installed. 
- Floor inspection hatches being made. Trial fit small platform handrail. 
- Seat frames to be prepared and painted by FoCT working group at Medway Queen site. 
- Moquette to be procured through joint purchase with others. Arrangements being finalised. 
- Nearly ready for glass! 
 

 
Chassis 
- Some Engine detail parts required. Gardner Marine Diesels lined up to supply. 
- Radiator at CPA Services, Grantham (Jess Dilley) for full rebuild. 
- Other Bristol K owners being contacted for advice on sources of replacement parts, e.g. 
rubber items (bumpstops, bushes, etc). 
 

Diary Date 
Chatham Dockyard 40s Weekend 12th-13th September.  
We’re looking to secure a better location at this event this year, possibly by joining with the 
Medway Queen guys who are usually situated down by the three warships on the main 
roadway. This would help us look more like a service that supported the Dockyard rather than 
simply using it as a pitch. As ever volunteers would be welcome to do a stint on either or both 
days, buttonholing people and explaining who we are and what we’re up to. 
Contact Wendy Mesher on 01634 831635  or email to wendymesher@blueyonder.co.uk.  


